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1. Poverty, Inequality and Well‐being

Poverty
Poverty has many dimensions, causes and effects
The most robust and comparable indicator is material
poverty defined as unacceptably low level of income
poverty,
or consumption
Absolute poverty is defined using the international
standard of US$1.25/day
$
/ y per
p capita
p in purchasing
p
g
power parity terms (HDR 2016)
Relative poverty is defined as a level of welfare in the
bottom 20 percent of the national distribution

Poverty …
• P
Poverty
t involves
i l
more th
than money and
d iincome. It iis a complicated
li t d
and multifaceted deprivation that affects individuals’ different
capabilities and their overall well‐being.
• Poverty as the deprivation of different types of “freedoms”—
economic, political, social, and choices that affect livelihoods.
• Political freedom can help secure better resource rights regimes,
leadingg to greater
g
wealth and equity.
q y
Î In this context, freedom is both the ends and means of
development and a key to poverty reduction

Poverty Well
Poverty,
Well‐being
being and Ecosystems Services

Trends in poverty and inequality
• B
By 20130
20130, th
the global
l b l middle
iddl class
l (h
(households
h ld with
ith a daily
d il
expenditure of $10–$100 per capita) expected to expand to
3.2 billion people in Asia and the Pacific and to 1.7 billion
elsewhere
• Rapid expansion mostly from countries such as China
China,
where middle‐class households (annual income of
$11,500–$43,000) increased from 5 million in 2000 to
225 million
illi iin 2015
2015.
• But country definitions of the middle class differ,
differ both
through the lenses of income and expenditure and in
relative terms compared with a societal mean.

Income gains from 1998 to 2008 have not been even across
income deciles

Source: Human Development Report Office estimates based on Milanovic (2016

Over the past three decades there has been a decline in rights of free association
and collective bargaining
Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining Index

Source: Human Development Report Office estimates based in Marx, Soares and Van Acker (2015)

Multidimensional Poverty Index
• M
Multidimensional
ltidi
i
l Poverty
P
t Index:
I d captures
t
th multiple
the
lti l deprivations
d i ti
that people in developing countries face in their education, health
and living standards.
• Shows both the incidence of non‐income multidimensional poverty:
‐ headcount of those in multidimensional poverty
p
y
‐ intensity (the average deprivation score experienced by poor
people
• Based on deprivation score thresholds, people are classified as :
‐ multidimensionally poor
‐ near multidimensional poverty
‐ in severe poverty.

Multidimensional Poverty in Mainland, Southeast and
South Asia
Population living
Population in multidimensional poverty

Headcount

below income
poverty line
((%))

Intensity of
deprivation

PPP $1.90 a day

(%)

(Thousands)

(%)

2005‐2014

5.2

70,807

43.3

1.9

Mongolia

11.1

302

42.5

0.2

Cambodia

33 8
33.8

5 180
5,180

44 3
44.3

22
2.2

Indonesia

5.9

14,644

41.3

8.3

36.8

2,383

50.5

16.7

Philippines

6.3

6,169

51.9

13.1

Thailand

1.0

667

38.8

0.0

Vietnam

3.9

3,646

39.9

3.1

Bangladesh

40.7

64,816

46.2

18.5

India

55 3
55.3

642 391
642,391

51 1
51.1

21 2
21.2

Nepal

26.6

2,493

43.7

15.0

Pakistan

45.6

82,612

52.0

6.1

Country
China

Lao PDR

Excerpted from Human Development Report (20016), pp.
218 219

People in the rural areas are far more likely than people in urban areas to be
multidimensionally poor

Human Development Report (2016)

Sustainable livelihood
• A livelihood
li lih d comprises
i the
th capabilities,
biliti assets
t
(stores, resources, claims, and access) and
activities required for a means of living: a
livelihood is sustainable which can cope with and
recover ffrom stress and shocks,, maintain or
enhance its capabilities and assets, and provide
sustainable livelihood opportunities for the next
generation;
ti
and
d which
hi h contributes
t ib t nett b
benefits
fit tto
other livelihoods at the local and global levels in
the short and long term (Chambers and Conway,
Conway
1991, p.6).

Poverty as deficiency of livelihood
assets
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human capital
Physical capital
Social capital
Financial capital
Natural capital
Political capital

• Rich and poor people use natural resources in
different ways
ways.
• IIn general,l the
th rich
i h derive
d i more income,
i
i
in
absolute terms, from natural resources than the
poor but the poor derive a higher percentage of
poor,
their income from natural resources .
• Because the rich have greater political power, the
they are able to exercise stronger control over
access to forests and other resources.

• EEcosystem
t
resources, including
i l di fforests,
t can be
b
attractive and accessible sources of income and
other benefits for rural poor communities
communities.
• They are renewable,
renewable widely dispersed
dispersed, and often
found in common property areas where the poor
can access them without owning the land.
• Whether and to what extent the rural poor
benefit depend on the system of governance

2 Governance and Poverty
2.

Governance: not just government
• The management of society or the exercise of authority to
manage a country’’ affairs
ff i and
d resources, involving
i l i different
diff
stakeholders
• The whole of public and private interactions that are initiated
to solve societal problems and create societal opportunities
• Covers informal and formal mechanisms, social and economic
i fl
influences
as wellll as official
ffi i l state
t t actions
ti
• Consists of the traditions and institutions by which authority
in a country is exercised

Institutions
• Effective institutions are essential to reducing
poverty and creating sustainable livelihoods
• Affect access to assets in a variety of ways (e.g.
through tenure and land ownership rules)
• Condition options and strategies for livelihoods,
i
investment,
t
t risk‐taking
i k t ki and
d wealth
lth creation
ti
• Influence returns on assets, the incentives to
accumulate them and the distribution of benefits

Governance is:
• Shaped by and reflected in the values,
institutions and rules of society as a whole
• Increasingly recognized as the
touchstone of successful development
• Has
H practical
ti l implications
i li ti
f improving
for
i
i well‐being
ll b i and
d livelihood
li lih d
• Good governance expected to lead to improved efficiency,
efficiency
effectiveness, and equity.
• Operationally defined broadly by agreed principles and criteria and
some common indicators Î

Multi‐level, multi‐stakeholder governance in context

Multi level, multi
Multi‐level
multi‐stakeholder
stakeholder
governance defined and influenced by
hierarchy of interacting socio‐economic
and p
political contexts

Source: Mark Poffenberger et al., Communities and Forest Stewardship, AFN, 2006

Governance Power and Authority
Governance,
• The “rules of the game” include laws, institutions, political
systems,
y
, social networks,, cultural values,, and p
policies that
define use, ownership, and control of key resources.
• P
Power differs
diff from
f
authority
h i in
i that
h while
hil power is
i the
h
ability to cause change, authority is limited to the use of
legitimate
g
p
power.

• To address poor governance, responsible authorities (ought
to) use these rules to check power and limit authority.

Mutually Reinforcing Governance Principles:
• Accountabilityy – responsibility
p
y of p
political actors to all
members of society for their actions and decisions;
• Effectiveness‐ production of desired results meeting
needs;
• Efficiencyy – maximal use of human,, financial and other
resources without unnecessary waste or delay;
• Equity/ fairness – equal opportunities for all members of
society to improve or maintain their well‐being, including
impartial application of rules;

Mutually Reinforcing Governance Principles:
Participation – involvement of citizens and
stakeholders in decision‐making, either directly or
through legitimate intermediaries representing
their interests;
TTransparency – clarity
l i and
d free
f
flow
fl off information
i f
i
enabling all members of society to access,
understand and monitor processes, institutions and
information.

Indications of Good Governance
– Adherence to the rule of law
– Transparency and low levels of corruption
– Stakeholder inputs in decision‐making
– Accountability
A
t bilit off officials
ffi i l (duty
(d t b
bearers))
– Low regulatory
g
y burden
– Efficiency
– Effectiveness
ff i

Characteristics of Poor Governance :
– Unjust or unenforced legal systems
– Social exclusion
– Unengaged
U
d civil
i il society
i t
– Opaque decision‐making
– Abuse of executive power
– Unaccountable bureaucracy
– Arbitrary policy making
– Inequitable
q
resource allocation
– Widespread corruption

Forest Governance
• Comprises mechanisms, processes and
g
institutions ((formal and informal)) through
which citizens and groups articulate their
interests exercise their legal rights
interests,
rights, meet their
obligations and mediate their differences to
manage the forest sector in order to improve
the welfare and quality of life of those
dependent on forests for livelihoods.

Common Symptoms of Poor Forest
Governance
II. Resource
R
use related:
l d
• Prevalence of illegal and unregulated logging
• Encroachment and uncontrolled harvesting
• Frequent occurrence of arson and forest fires
• related to access and use of forest resources
II. Social and Conflict related
• Prevalence of conflict between/amongg stakeholders
• Corruption at different levels, incl. in agencies charged
with forest management

Symptoms…
Symptoms
III. EEconomic
III
i iincentives
ti
and
d iinformation‐related
f
ti
l t d
• Rampant evasion of taxes, fees and levies
• Low forest
forest‐based
based revenue collection
• Unfair and corrupt business practices
• Poor availabilityy of p
public information relatingg to forest
revenues and allocation
IV. Decision‐making
IV
D ii
ki and
d implementation‐related
i l
t ti
l t d
• Exclusion of vulnerable stakeholders
• Inconsistent and uneven regulatory enforcement
• Inequitable distribution of burdens and benefits

Corruption
• C
Corruption
ti refers
f tto th
the misuse
i
off public
bli power ffor private
i t
gain and implies a failure of good governance.
• Governments that are less corrupt have more efficient
bureaucracies and produce more effective
• Corruption is linked to, but not necessarily synonymous
with poor governance, and should be distinguished from
incompetence and inequity.
• It often has complex, indirect impacts on the poor and the
environment

Governance and Poverty
• Governance systems link natural resources and
poverty by determining ownership, access,
decisions about use, and control over resources
that include forests, fisheries, and land.
• P
Pro‐poor governance policies
li i maintain
i t i effective
ff ti
institutions, secure land tenure, decentralize
power, and
d ensure broad
b d citizen
ii
access to
information, participation, and justice.

Governance Reform
G
R f
and
dA
Approaches
h
to Poverty Reduction

Asset‐based Approach to Poverty
Reduction
• FFocuses on developing
d l i the
th stock
t k off wealth
lth available
il bl to
t th
the
poor, and on their ability to manage risk and vulnerability
• The importance of natural capital (forest resources), within
the total stock of capital available to households, tends to
vary inversely with levels of income.
income
• Natural resources contribute to livelihoods by providing a
buffer against temporary dietary and economic shortfalls,
serving as sources of cash income and employment in
times of crisis,
crisis and serving as a readily convertible capital
assets

Rights Based Approach (RBA)
Rights‐Based
• RBA is the practice of applying the norms and standards set out in
international human rights law to development policies and
practices
• Basic premise: sustainable human development relies upon and
contributes to the jjoint exercise of social,, economic,, civil,, p
political
and cultural right
• A fundamental dynamic of RBA: every human being is a rights‐
rights
holder and every human right has a corresponding duty bearer.
ÎThe right
ÎTh
i ht holder
h ld iis entitled
titl d tto claim
l i rights,
i ht hold
h ld the
th duty
d t b
bearer
accountable and has a responsibility to respect the rights of others

Poverty from a rights perspective
• A poor person is
i one for
f whom
h
a number
b off human
h
rights
i ht remain
i
unfulfilled such as the rights to food, health, and education.
• A poor person is one who is deprived of basic capabilities such as
the capability to be free from hunger, to live in good health, to be
literate, and so on.
• Such rights have “constitutive” relevance for poverty if a person’s
lack of command over economic resources p
plays
y a role in causingg
their non‐realization.
• If the fulfillment of some rights will help realize other rights,
rights (e.g.,if
(e g if
the right to work is realized, it will help realize the right to food)
such rights have “instrumental” relevance for poverty

Rights‐Based Approach to Poverty
Reduction
• RBA adds
dd an essential
ti l dimension
di
i to
t poverty
t reduction
d ti and
d
development strategies by defining basic rights, and roles
and responsibilities,
• Analytically, RBA helps to focus on root causes and
dynamics of poverty and offer operational guidance
• Urges speedy adoption of a rights
rights‐based
based poverty reduction
strategy as a matter of legal obligation
• Broadens the scope of poverty reduction strategies to
address structures of discrimination that generate and
sustain poverty
p
y

Empowerment and Poverty Reduction
• A rights‐based
i ht b d approach
h requires
i that
th t the
th poor are empowered
d to
t
confront the forces that attempt to confine them in poverty.
• Empowerment entails simultaneous efforts to promote a range of
other human rights.
• Ex: to empower the poor to participate meaningfully in the conduct
of public affairs, they must be free to organize without restriction
((right
g of association),
), to meet without impediment
p
((right
g of
assembly), to say what they want to without intimidation (freedom
of expression) and to know the relevant facts (right to information).
• For this to be possible, the State must create the necessary legal
and institutional framework and allocate adequate resources

Causal linkages in the Good Governance Argument

Khan (2008); DESA Working Paper
No 75, p7

The Good Governance Policy Agenda

Khan (2008), DESA Working Paper
No 75, p. 8

Examples of forest governance reform initiatives
with
i h implications
i li i
for
f poverty reduction
d i
 Decentralization,, devolution and forest tenure reform





Development of harmonized standards, safeguards and benchmarks for
good governance (eg CCBA, REDD+)
Forest law enforcement
enforcement, including Certification
Certification, VPAs and Legality
Verification (in context of SFM)
Partnerships & Commitments to action (SDGs; NY Declaration on
Forests 2014; Paris Accord, INDCs)
Local and landscape level attempts to work collaboratively with
communities (including
(
social/participatory
/
forestry initiatives))

Strategic Forest Governance Reform Entry Points for
Poverty Reduction:
• Granting rights and fully implementing transparent
transparent,
accountable processes and mechanisms
• Supporting
S
ti th
the poor and
d th
their
i organizations
i ti
• Making partnerships equitable and pro‐poor
• Levelling the playing field by eliminating barriers for
small forest users and producers
p
• Supporting opportunities for sustainable local forest‐
based enterprises
• Facilitating the self‐empowerment of the poor

EEmpirical
i i l Evidence
E id
off Governance
G
Impacts on Poverty and Inequality

Governance Impacts on Growth,
Poverty and Inequality
• St
Statistical
ti ti l analyses
l
show
h a strong
t
correlation
l ti between
b t
good
d
governance and long‐term economic performance (Sharma
2007; Grindle 2010).
• A recent study (Stojanovic et al,2016) found significant
links between individual dimensions of good governance
and goals of sustainable development, in general and in the
context of different categories of countries.
• Regression results confirm the existence of good
governance effects on indicators of sustainable
development (Stojanovic et al, 2016).

Correlation of governance and
growth:
• All dimensions
di
i
off good
d governance are statistically
t ti ti ll
significant predictors of economic growth (measured
as change in GDP/capita)
non‐
• But correlation not significant in the group of non
developed countries and small island states
• For other groups of countries, governance achieved
different effects on poverty reduction

Correlation of good governance and
poverty

Stojanovic, I. et al (2016). European J. Sustainable
D l
t 5(4) 558 573

Correlation of governance and
growth:
• Stepwise regression show that the following
variables affect the increase in p
povertyy headcount
ratio:
‐ Rule of law
‐ Control of corruption
• Individual dimensions of good governance have
different predictive significance,
significance including differences
of direction and intensity of impact on poverty
reduction

Correlation of governance and
inequality:
• Good governance is a statistically
significant predictor of inequality of
income distribution
• Aggregate models show good
governance contribute to increasing
equality in developing countries

Correlation of good governance and
inequality

Stojanovic, I. et al (2016) European J. Sustainable
Development 5(4):558‐573

Tailoring Governance Reform Efforts
• G
Good
d governance important
i
t t for
f social
i l and
d economic
i
developments
• But development does not necessarily depend on
the whole good governance package; only certain
aspects are critical, depending on specific context
ÎNeed to adapt governance reform efforts depending
on a country’s particular socio‐economic and political
context
t t

Challenges to Governance Reform for
Poverty Reduction

Optimistic Scenario: Good Governance and Pro‐Poor Distribution

DESA Working Paper No. 75, p. 13

Adverse Scenario: Good Governance and Pro‐Poor Distribution

DESA Working Paper No. 75, p. 14

Empowerment of the poor and
marginalized is key to poverty
reduction, but difficult to achieve
Î

A Pragmatic Approach to Growth and Distribution

DESA Working Paper No. 75, p16

Human Development
Report (2016)

Naational poliicies to carre for those
e left out – a four‐pro
onged strattegy

